Common Sensing sells intellectual
property assets to Bigfoot
Biomedical®

Torreya Capital advised Common Sensing on this transaction
Cambridge, MA and Milpitas, CA, June 14, 2021

Bigfoot Biomedical announced that it has acquired the intellectual
property assets of Common Sensing, a Cambridge-based
company that develops and manufactures data-driven hardware
and software solutions for people using injectable medicine,
including Gocap. Gocap is a smart cap that automatically sends
dosage and drug-delivery data from disposable pen-injectors to a
mobile app and cloud platform.
Believing in the inherent synergy and increasing need for smart and connected technology within
the diabetes industry, Bigfoot plans to use the acquisition to accelerate the advancement and
expansion of their insulin-delivery product portfolio. Last month, Bigfoot received FDA clearance
for its Bigfoot Unity™ Diabetes Management System featuring first-of-its-kind smart pen caps for
insulin pens used to treat Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes. Integrated with Abbott’s FreeStyle® Libre 2
system, the Bigfoot Unity System is the first and only solution to translate continuously monitored
glucose data into on-demand insulin dose recommendations displayed right on the pen-cap
screen for ease of use.
Torreya advised Common Sensing on the transaction. Torreya has advised tech-enabled life
science companies on almost $500 million in cumulative transaction value over the past year,
demonstrating Torreya’s commitment to its growing digital health practice. Torreya has advised on
over 5 digital health transactions in the past 12 months..
ABOUT COMMON SENSING:
For more information about Common Sensing, please see: www.common-sensing.com

ABOUT BIGFOOT BIOMEDICAL®:
For more information about Bigfoot Biomedical, please see: www.bigfootbiomedical.com
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